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Abstract
We have, for the ﬁrst time, identiﬁed ten tenets of two-dimensional (2D)
chirality that deﬁne and encapsulate the symmetry and scaling behaviour of
planar objects and have used them to develop three new measures of
geometric 2D chirality. All three models are based on the principle of
overlap integrals and can be expressed as simple analytical functions of the
two-dimensional surface density, ρ(r).I nt h i sp a p er we will compare the
predicted behaviour of these models and show that two of them are fully
integrable ands calable and can therefore be applied to both discrete and
continuous 2D systems of any ﬁnite size, or any degree of complexity. The
only signiﬁcant difference in these two models appears in their behaviour at
inﬁnite length scales. Such differences could, however, have profound
implications for the analysis of chirality in new generations of planar
meta-materials, such as chiral arrays, fractals, quasi-periodic 2D crystals
andP enrose tiled structures.
Keywords: chiral, planar geometry, optical activity, overlap integral,
2D topology
1. Introduction
The importance of planar chirality in optics was probably
ﬁrst highlighted by Hecht and Barron [1], who theoretically
evaluated the polarization sensitivity of incoherent light
scattered from ensembles of planar chiral molecules. Recent
experiments investigating the optical properties of planar
chiral media [2, 3] have now shown that two-dimensional
(2D) chiral objects with characteristic sizes ∼2 µma r ea l s o
capable of manipulating the polarization state of coherent
light. In particular, it was found that linearly polarized light
in the visible and infrared regions of the spectrum experiences
azimuth rotation and elliptization when diffracted from arrays
of gammadion-shaped chiral holes that are etched into a thin
metallic ﬁlm and supported on a silicon substrate. These
3 Author to whom any correspondenceshould be addressed.
polarization changes were strongly correlated to the degree
of chirality of the gammadions and were found to reverse sign
whenthehandednessofthegammadionswasreversed. Similar
effects had previously been predicted for signiﬁcantly larger
metallic gammadions in the microwave regime [4].
It is now clear that composite planar materials whose
properties (such as 2D chirality) are artiﬁcially engineered
on the nano-scale (so-called meta-materials) could herald new
opportunitiesfornoveldevicesinopto-electronics,whilenano-
structuredchiralsurfacescouldalsoexhibitstrongenantiomer-
speciﬁc behaviour that would be of considerable interest in
many areas of chemistry [5, 6]. However, in order for the
chiral properties of these various artiﬁcial planar materials to
be designed more efﬁciently, a quantiﬁable measure of 2D
chirality is required. Over the last ﬁfteen years there has been
signiﬁcant progress in thisarea, but mostof thiswork hasbeen
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Figure 1. Thel abellingconventionused for the sides, vertices and
angles of a triangle.
driven by the needs of stereochemists. As a consequence,
the resulting chiral measures tend to be more applicable to
microscopic systemsofdiscretepoints[7–10] wherethepoints
themselves are usually taken to represent the spatial positions
of atomic nuclei, whether in molecules or on planar surfaces.
Unfortunately, most of the discrete chirality measures
that have so far been proposed are not easily extendible
to macroscopic systems. One reason for this is that the
spatial distribution of mass in macroscopic systems is best
described by a continuous distribution function, ρ(r) (where
ρ(r) represents the local density of point masses and is,
in effect, a two-dimensional mass density function for that
surface), rather than a set of spatially isolated discrete points.
Secondly, the methodologies (such as group theory [8, 9] and
optimized overlap integrals [10]) that these discrete 2D chiral
models employ become increasingly difﬁcult or cumbersome
to implement as they are applied to larger and larger systems.
Attempts to simplify complex structures by considering only
the ‘most signiﬁcant’ points in a structure [9] can also be
problematic as it may not always be obvious which points are
the most signiﬁcant. What most experimenters desire is an
algebraic formulation of the theory of 2D chirality that can be
applied to any 2D mass distribution (discrete or continuous)
simply by summing (or integrating) the chirality function over
the density distribution function, ρ(r).
One of the ﬁrst (and most promising) algebraic models
to incorporate continuous mass distributions was developed
by Osipov et al [11]. They pointed out that the simplest
chiral object in two dimensions is a scalene triangle and,
consequently, if one can construct a chirality measure for this
simple set of three points, it then becomes a trivial exercise to
extend the measure to any larger distribution of points merely
by summing over all possible triangular permutations. By
employing this approach they derived an expression for the
chirality of a single triangle of points:
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Here, a1, a2 and a3 are the lengths of the three sides of the
triangle while θ1, θ2 and θ3 aret he angles opposite to sides a1,
a2 and a3,r e s p ectively. The term   is the triangle’s area. By
convention, we usually number all vertices, sides and angles
of the triangle in a clockwise direction, as shown in ﬁgure 1.
The model of Osipov et al clearly satisﬁes many
requirements for a truly universal macroscopic model of 2D
chirality. It changes sign under enantiomeric inversion, while
K = 0f o ra n yi s o sceles or equilateral triangle, or when
the three points are co-linear. Unfortunately, it also has
three main failings. The most serious is its behaviour in the
limit of converging points. The expression for the chirality
of a set of three points in equation (1) clearly diverges as
the length of any side of the triangle tends to zero and,
consequently, it is not integrable unless a cut-off parameter is
introduced. Secondly, its scaling behaviour is inappropriate,
with K actually decreasing as the size of the object increases.
The ﬁnal drawback of this model is that it is not founded
on purely geometric principles, unlike most other recent 2D
chirality models [8–10], but also involves the incorporation of
electromagnetic polarization effects through the interaction of
induced dipoles situatedateachvertex ofthe triangle. Suchan
approach tempers the generality of the model and its potential
applications. More fundamentally, however, such an approach
can also introduce unwanted confusion into the deﬁnition of
chirality. Chirality and optical activity are not synonymous.
One is cause, while the other is effect; and the absence of
one is not necessarily proof of the absence of the other. Nor
do they necessarily scale proportionately. In analysing two-
dimensional chirality we are trying to formulate a theory of
asymmetry based purely on geometric arguments that can be
applied universally, irrespective of the material nature of the
system.
Inthispaperwewillpresentanewmeasureof2Dchirality
(K), based on purely geometric considerations, thatisscalable
and integrable and that is capable of being applied to any
generalized continuous distribution, ρ(r),f or any 2D surface.
Our starting point will be to deﬁne a chirality measure for a
triangular set of points based on asymmetry in the area of that
triangle. We will present three possible methodologies for
achieving this, but will argue that an angular bisection method
(see section 6) is the only one of the three that fully satisﬁes
all the conditions that we require. We will then extend this
measure to larger structures by summing the chirality measure
over all possible permutations of triangles in a manner similar
tothemethodologyofOsipovetal [11]. Inaddition,wewillfor
theﬁrsttimeaddresstheissueofscalingbehaviour in2Dchiral
systems. We will argue that for any triangular set of points
there must be achirality measure ( )t h a ti si ndependent of the
magniﬁcation of the structure and is therefore dimensionless.
We will then argue that a necessary condition for integrability
of our chirality measure, K,i st h a ti tm u s ts cale with the area
and mass of the system. Finally, we will outline the utility
of our new model by demonstrating its ease of use and its
consequences. We will also compare its theoretical results
with those derived using other models, as well as with the
results of recent optical experiments [2, 3].
2. Basic principles of chirality in 2D
The deﬁnition of chirality has changed little since it was
proposed by Lord Kelvin over a hundred years ago [12].
An object is said to be chiral if it cannot be brought into
congruence with itsenantiomeric, or mirror image, form. This
deﬁnition of chirality is related to the concept of parity and is
only applicable to systems where the positions of the particles
are time-invariant, although Barron has recently extended this
deﬁnitiontoincludetimereversality[13]. Unfortunately, these
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deﬁnitions of chirality are still insufﬁcient as they actually
represent a reconstitution of the deﬁnition of symmetry, or
achirality. The main drawback of deﬁning chirality in this
way, as a negative concept, is that it implies that chirality is a
state variable with onlyt w op o ssible outcomes; chiral (true)
and achiral (false). Recently, though, Le Guennec [14] has
shownt hat in two dimensions chirality is, infact, a continuous
measure and, consequently, it should be possible to express it
as ac ontinuous function.
In two dimensions, the chirality measure itself is usually
deﬁnedinoneoftwoways[7,8]. Thechiralityindexoftheﬁrst
kind is deﬁned in terms of the minimum distance separating
pointsinachiralobjectfromthoseintheirclosestachiralform,
while the chirality index of the second kind is deﬁned in terms
oftheminimumdistanceseparatingapointfromtheequivalent
point in its enantiomer. It should be noted though that the
symmetry operations required to generate the enantiomer are
different in 2D and 3D. In three dimensions the enantiomeric
form of an object is usually generated by a spatial inversion
operation r ⇒− r (i.e. x ⇒− x, y ⇒− y, z ⇒− z). This
is also true in any other n-dimensional system provided n is
odd. However, when n iseven(suchasinth etw o-dimensional
case we will consider here), spatial inversion results only in
spatial rotation and translation of the original object. The
more general requirement for enantiomeric transformation is
for spatial reﬂection through a hyperplane of dimension n−1.
This is true for any n-dimensional system, whether n is odd or
even. For a 2D object, thistransformation equates toreﬂection
of the object through any line in the plane (e.g. x ⇒− x or
y ⇒− y,b u tnot both).
As discussed in the previous section, the simplest chiral
object in two dimensions is deﬁned by a set of three points.
However, as any complex pattern or feature of ﬁnite extent
can be described by a larger set of N such points, it should be
possible to calculate the chiral index, K,s i m p l yb ys u mming
over all the contributions arising from every possible sub-
set of three points. Thus, if we can construct a measure of
chirality for a three-point set (in other words a triangle) then
we can extend the theory to any structure, with any degree of
complexity, in a manner similar to that described previously
by Osipov et al [11]. It should be noted, however, that such
an approach is inherently non-linear as the number of possible
permutationsscalesas N3 (forlarge N)ratherthanasN (where
N is the number of points or pixels deﬁning the size of the
system), but this is entirely consistent with the behaviour of
chirality. Chirality does not scale linearly. A system of N
identical chiral objects does not necessarily possess N times
the amount of chirality of a single object. The difference is
due to additional chirality arising from how the individual
objects are arranged on a lattice (which may or may not be
periodic), and therefore scales with the size and degree of
complexity of that lattice. The contribution to K arising from
this arrangement we term structural chirality (as opposed to
molecularorelementalchirality,whichistheintrinsicchirality
of an individual element). In order to formulate a measure of
chirality in 2D we need to startb youtlining a set of conditions
thatwebelieveshouldunderpinanypotentialtheoryanddeﬁne
the required behaviour of the chirality index. Once these
conditions are set we will attempt to deﬁne the theory of
chiralityitselfforasingletriangleandthencetoitsgeneralized
form.
In two dimensions the basic chiral element is the triangle.
The chirality index (K)o fa n ys e to fN points (N > 3) can
be derived, therefore, by summing the chirality indices of all
possible permutations of triangles. This then leads to our ﬁrst
condition.
Postulate 2.1. If we deﬁne Kijk as the chirality index of a
triangular set of points {ri,rj and rk},t h e n
K = 1
6
N 
i=1
N 
j=1
N 
k=1
Kijk. (2)
Lemma 2.2. The chiralityindex of any triangle (Kijk)mu stb e
proportional to the mass at each vertex, i.e.
Kijk = mim jmk ijk (3)
where mi,m j and mk are the masses at each of the three
vertices deﬁned by the set of 2D vectors {ri,rj and rk} and
 ijk is another chiral function that depends only on the
spatial positions of the points i, j and k. Because  ijk is
am a ssless chirality measure, we refer to it as the speciﬁc
chirality index. The term ‘mass’ referred to above is a two-
dimensional quantity. In mathematical terms, it represents the
total numberofpoint massesata givenpoint orinagiven area
and is therefore equivalent to the integral of the 2D density
distribution function, ρ(r),o ver that area. In physical terms,
where the 2D chiral structure may be a patterned thin ﬁlm of
varyingthicknesssimilartothosestudied previously[2,3], the
mass canb et hought of as the integral of the 2D mass density,
ρ2D(r),o ver a given area. The 2D mass density is then just the
product of the material density of the ﬁlm, ρ (=19.3gc m −3
for gold), and the ﬁlm thicknessa tt hat point, in which case the
mass term will have units of kilograms.
The proof of lemma 2.2 is trivial and goes as follows.
Suppose we start with a set of three point masses that form a
triangular set, as depicted in ﬁgure 1, but we then decompose
one of the point masses (m1,s a y )i n t oas e to fp coincident
smaller point masses {m1q}q=1...p such that the total mass at
point 1 (and hence of the system as a whole) is conserved.
Now suppose we sum the chirality index over every possible
permutation of triangles deﬁned by the new set of points (m2,
m3 andthe set{m1q}q=1...p), while assuming that alltriplet sets
ofpointsthatcontaineithertwoorthreecoincidentpointsmake
no contribution to the chirality (see lemma 2.9). We can see
that the value of K inequation (2) willremain unchanged only
if Kijk is proportional to the mass at each vertex, as indicated
in equation (3). This condition is one of the criteria that is
essential in order to ensure that the chirality index that arises
asaresultofequation (2)isindependent ofhowthemassatany
point is subdivided. It is therefore one of the essential criteria
required to ensure integrability of the chirality function.
Postulate 2.3. The chirality index should be continuous and
single-valued.
Lemma 2.4. The chirality index cannot be dimensionless but
must decrease in magnitude as the size of the structure
decreases. Thenecessityforsuchbehaviourcanbeunderstood
by considering the following scenario. Suppose we take a
single point mass and decompose it into three smaller, and
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spatially separated, point masses (m1,m 2 and m3), as shown
in ﬁgure 1. Let us also impose the condition that the triangle
of points that we form as a result of this procedure is scalene.
The chirality index should now be non-zero. Now suppose we
reverse the decomposition process so that the three points of
thet riangle converge to form the original single point mass,
butd ososubjectto thecondition that the angles ofthe triangle
remain unchanged by the convergence. If the chirality index is
dimensionless (as proposed by Solymosi et al [15] for the 3D
model of Osipov et al [16]) then, as weperform thisoperation,
thechiralityindexwillremainnon-zero,evenasthethreepoints
converge to form a single point. But, by symmetry, a single
point is achiral and postulate 2.3 forbids any discontinuity in
the chirality index. Hence we have a paradox. This paradox
can only be resolved if the chirality index contains a term
that is dependent on the magniﬁcation of the set of points and
hence on the actual area of each triangle. Only then will the
contributions to the chirality index from inﬁnitesimally small
trianglesvanishcompletely. Themostobviousscalingfunction
to choose is one that varies linearly with area.
Postulate 2.5. If the chirality index scales linearly with the
area of the triangle  ijk,a n yt w ot r i angles that are similar
(i.e. their corresponding angles are identical) should have
chiral indices that are proportional. Consequently it should
be possible to deﬁne a dimensionless chirality index,  ijk,t h a t
is a function of the ratios of the sides of the triangle or its three
angles, but is independent of its area,  ijk.B y c o m bining
equation (3), lemma 2.4 and postulate 2.5 we can conclude
that
Kijk = mim jmk ijk = mim jmk ijk ijk. (4)
Postulate 2.6. The dimensionless chirality index,  ijk,m u s t
always be ﬁnite. This condition is required to ensure that the
chirality index, K,o faﬁ n ite system is always ﬁnite.
Postulate 2.7. The chirality index must be inverted under any
reﬂection operation, i.e. as x ⇒− x, K ⇒− K.A st h earea
of the triangle will remain unchanged by such an operation,
then it is also true that  ijk ⇒−  ijk for the same reﬂection
operation. Thus K and  ijk are both zero for any isosceles or
equilateral triangle.
Lemma 2.8. The chirality index of any set of three co-linear
points must be zero. This is satisﬁed if  ijk is ﬁnite for a co-
linear set (as  ijk = 0).
Lemma 2.9. If any two points of a triangle are coincident
in space then the chirality index must be zero. This is a
consequence of postulate 2.6 and implies that Kijk → 0 as
|rij|→0,w h e r e|rij| is thel e ngth of any side of the triangle.
Expressions for K that fail to satisfy this condition (such as
equation (1), for example) will diverge upon integration.
Starting from this set of conditions, we will now attempt
to construct a measure for  ijk and hence for K.
3. Construction of the chirality measure using
overlap integrals
In the previous section we argued that the speciﬁc chirality
index for a triangular set of points ( ijk)s hould have the
dimensions of area (see equation (4) and postulate 2.5).
It therefore follows that, when attempting to construct a
mathematical deﬁnition for  ijk,t h ec r ucial criterion is the
degree of asymmetry in the distribution of that area. How
we choose to assess this degree of asymmetry will ultimately
determine the form and behaviour of the chirality index (K)
itself.
In 2D the chirality index of a set of discrete points is
usually determined by comparing the position of each point
with an equivalent point in a non-chiral object (the chirality
index of the ﬁrst kind) or one in its enantiomeric set (the
chirality index of the second kind). Of the two methods,
the chirality index of the ﬁrst kind is the most difﬁcult to
implement, asitinvolves thecreationofanachiralsetofpoints
that is closest in form to that of the original chiral set [9].
Thisusuallyinvolves the applicationofdifferent combinations
of group symmetry operations (such as duplication, reﬂection
through a plane, rotation, translation, etc) to each point in the
original setindividually, until anachiralsetisformed. Clearly,
as the size of the original set increases so, in general, does
the number of symmetry operations. A secondary problem
is that it is not clear that there is always a unique outcome
for this generation process. In fact, the generation process
mayb ed egenerate with the creation of multiple equivalent,
but different, achiral sets being possible. This problem of
degeneracy will inevitably increase if the size of the original
set is increased.
The chirality index of the second kind, in contrast, is
relatively simple to implement. All that is required is the
generation of the enantiomeric set, and for that a simple
inversion operation (i.e. reﬂection through a 1D hyperplane)
will sufﬁce. Because only one symmetry operation is
performed, and is performed simultaneously on all points in
the original set, there can be no ambiguity or discretion in how
it is applied and therefore no degeneracy of the ﬁnal outcome.
Itistherefore clearthat, ofthetwomethods, the chiralityindex
of the second kind is superior in terms of its ease of use and its
uniqueness.
In order to formulate our desired measure of chirality
of the second kind, we need to compare the asymmetry in
the distribution of the area of our original triangle and its
enantiomer. The simplest way to do this is to superimpose
thet wo triangles and measure the amount of common area
that they share. This is the concept of the overlap integral.
Unfortunately,t h em a gnitude of the common area will be
determined by the relative translation and rotation of the two
triangles. So,howdowearriveatauniqueresultfortheoverlap
integral? One way is to determine the maximum overlap of
the original triangle and its enantiomer (see ﬁgure 2(b)). This
inevitably involves an optimization process, with the relative
translation (in x and y)a n dr o t a tion of the enantiomer being
the three ﬁttingvariables. In fact, it is easyto see that there are
only two free parameters (the perpendicular separation andthe
rotation) as the state of maximum overlap must have a plane
of symmetry [7] (the broken line in ﬁgure 2(b)). We can then
deﬁne the speciﬁc chirality index,  ijk,a st h earea of those
parts of the enantiomeric triangle that are not superimposed on
any part of the original triangle in a manner similar to other
authors [10]. We call this total area the antisymmetric area,
 A.
Unfortunately, while this method yields a magnitude for
 ijk,i tdoes not deﬁne a unique sense or handedness for the
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Figure 2. An illustrationof the method of overlap integralsfor
triangles. (a) The original triangle(white) with its vertices and sides
labelled and its enantiomer(shaded). (b) The conditionof
maximum overlap. The dotted line is the mirror plane, the
arrowheads indicatingspatially equivalentdirectionsof view.
(c) The perpendicularbisectionmethod. (d) The coincidentvertex,
perpendicularintercept method. (e) The angular bisectionmethod.
chirality. This is indicated by the two arrows on the mirror
plane (broken line) in ﬁgure 2(b). Suppose we deﬁne the
handedness to be the difference in areasof the original triangle
across the mirror plane and arbitrarily choose the area to the
right-hand side of the mirror plane to have a positive sense
(the area to the left thus being negative). The two arrows on
the mirror plane indicate that an observer has two possible
deﬁnitions as to which side is the right and which is the
left, both of which are geometrically equivalent. Hence the
handedness is ambiguous because the deﬁnition of left and
right cannot be applied consistently between triangles.
In order to eliminate this problem we need to deﬁne the
mirror plane with an unambiguous direction. One way to
achieve this is to pre-set the direction of the mirror plane
relative to our chiral object. In order for such a direction
to be non-arbitrary, however, it must represent a line of
high symmetry for the triangle, but because the triangle
will typically be chiral, thisw ill not be possible, except in
exceptional circumstances (i.e. for isosceles and equilateral
triangles). However, the mirror plane canbe asymmetry plane
for a sub-set of points and sides of the triangle. Three such
possibilities are shown in ﬁgures 2(c)–(e). What distinguishes
thesethreearrangements isthattheyaretheonly onesthatmap
more than one point and/or side onto another point or side of
the enantiomeric triangle. As such, they represent the three
highest symmetry arrangements attainable. The conﬁguration
inﬁgure2(c), forexample, istheonlyonethatmapstwopoints
onto each other, as well as mapping the adjoining side onto
itself. In ﬁgure 2(d) point C is mapped onto itself, as is the
opposite side of the triangle, whereas in ﬁgure 2(e) point A is
again mapped onto itself while sides b andco ft h et riangle
are mapped onto each other. In all these cases the mirror
planeitselfisasymmetric (asdenotedbythesinglearrowhead)
because it has a unique direction due to the way it is deﬁned
relative to the body of the triangle. Hence the handedness is
nowunambiguous andcanbeappliedconsistently fordifferent
triangles. However, because the triangle has three sides (and
three vertices) that are all spatially equivalent, the process for
calculating the chirality in ﬁgures 2(c)–(e) must be repeated
for each side (or vertex) and the results combined so that the
resultingtotal represents thechiralityofthewhole triangle and
not the arbitrary value from only one viewpoint.
In the following sections we will calculate the chirality
index using each of the symmetry arrangements shown in
ﬁgures2(c)–(e)andcomparetheirresultswithpreviousmodels
and the list of conditions set out in section 2.
4. The perpendicularb i s ection method
In the symmetry model illustrated in ﬁgure 2(c) the mirror
plane is oriented so that it bisects one side of the triangle.
We can now deﬁne the chirality index as the difference in
areas subtended by our original triangle (the white triangle
in ﬁgure 2(c)) across the mirror plane. The sense of chirality
is arbitrarily, but consistently, chosen such that positive areas
( R)lietotheright ofthemirror plane (asseenbyanobserved
standing at the intersection of the mirror plane and the side of
thet riangle it bisects and looking into the body of the triangle)
and negative areas ( L)t ot h el e f t .T he difference in areas is
equivalenttotheantisymmetricarea,  A,andgivesthespeciﬁc
chirality index for that side (let us call it side 1) as follows:
 1 =  R −  L =  A. (5)
It can be shown that  1 is given by
 1 =
a2
2 − a2
3
a2
1 + |a2
2 − a2
3|
  (6)
where   is the area of the triangle and the side lengths a1,
a2 and a3 are deﬁned in a clockwise fashion, as illustrated in
ﬁgure 1. If we repeat this procedure for sides 2 and 3 of the
triangle (but using a different mirror plane for each case) we
will arrive at the following results:
 2 =
a2
3 − a2
1
a2
2 + |a2
3 − a2
1|
  (7)
and
 3 =
a2
1 − a2
2
a2
3 + |a2
1 − a2
2|
 . (8)
For arbitrary values of a1, a2 and a3 equations (6)–(8) will
each give a different result for the speciﬁc chirality index, all
of which are of equal merit. We therefore deﬁne the total
speciﬁc chirality index for the triangle as the sum of the three
terms:
 ijk =  1 +  2 +  3. (9)
The justiﬁcation for this is that, when we extend this model to
larger systems, we calculate the chirality index by summing
overa ll possible triangular permutations (see postulate 2.1)
and hence over all possible permutations of mirror planes.
Therefore, it seems logical to do the same for each mirror
plane within each triangle. However, it should be noted that
Buda et al [10] have proposed a method of chirality products
for their 2D chirality measure.
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By applying postulate 2.1 we can now write the total
chirality index of the system as
K = 1
4
N 
i=1
N 
j=1
N 
k=1
mim jmk
×
|rij|2 −| rik|2
|rjk|2 + ||rij|2 −| rik|2|
(rij × rik) (10)
where rij = rj − ri, rik = rk − ri andt he cross-product
rij × rik = 2 ijk.T h ea dditional prefactor of 1/2i sr e quired
to compensate for double counting of triangles by the triple
summation. Inspectiono fe quations (6)–(10) shows that
this model for the speciﬁc chirality index satisﬁes all of the
conditions laid down in section 2. It changes sign under
enantiomeric inversion and the dimensionless chirality index
is always ﬁnite. Thus the chirality index of a triangle, Kijk,
is zero whent h et h r e epoints of the triangle are co-linear or
when any two points are coincident. However, as we shall see,
the perpendicular bisector model is not the only model that
satisﬁes our list of postulates and lemmas.
5. The perpendiculari n t e r cept method
If one were to envisage the purest form of chiral triangle
one would probably think of a scalene right-angled triangle.
Therefore, if we could deconstruct any triangle into two such
right-angled triangles, one left-handed and one right handed,
we could then use the difference in areas of these triangles
as our measure of chirality. This approach is illustrated in
ﬁgure 2(d) where, starting at one vertex, a perpendicular line
is drawn to the opposite side of the triangle that intercepts
that side at right-angles and splits the initial triangle into
two distinct right-angled triangles. Wet h e nd eﬁne  1,t h e
dimensionless chirality index for vertex 1, as the difference
in areas divided by the total area. The sense of chirality is
again arbitrarily chosen such that positive areas ( R) lie to the
right of the mirror plane (this time asseen from the vertex) and
negative areas ( L) to the left, so that the ﬁnal form for  1 is
as follows:
 1 =
 R −  L
 R +  L
=
a2 cos(θ3) − a3 cos(θ2)
a1
. (11)
The side lengths a1, a2 and a3,a n dt h ea ngles θ2 and θ3 are
again deﬁned in a clockwise fashion as illustrated in ﬁgure 1.
If we repeat this process for vertices 2 and 3 we arrive at
the following expression for the dimensionless chirality index
for a triangular set of points,  ijk:
 ijk =

a3
a2
−
a2
a3

cos(θ1)
+

a1
a3
−
a3
a1

cos(θ2) +

a2
a1
−
a1
a2

cos(θ3) (12)
and, if we use the cosine rule to substitute for the angles θ1, θ2
and θ3 in terms of the sides a1, a2 and a3,w eﬁ n dt h a t
 ijk =

a2
2
a2
1
−
a2
1
a2
2

+

a2
3
a2
2
−
a2
2
a2
3

+

a2
1
a2
3
−
a2
3
a2
1

. (13)
It can be seen that equations (12) and (13) are both similar in
formtotheequation derivedbyOsipovetal (seeequation(1)).
As such, they satisfy most of the conditions outlined in
section 2, particularly the spatial reﬂection criterion outlined
in postulate 2.7, but crucially they do not satisfy postulate 2.6
nor lemma 2.9. The reason for this can be understood by
considering the behaviour of the triangle illustrated in ﬁgure 1
as one side of the triangle is maintained at a constant length,
a1,w h i l eas e c o n dside (a2)i sg r a dually reduced in length.
Crucially, duringthisprocessweensurethattheanglebetween
the two sides (θ3)a l s or e m ains constant. The dimensionless
chirality index of the triangle ( ijk) can now bee xpressed in
the following form:
 ijk =
1 −r2
1+r2 − 2r cos(θ3)
+2

r −
1
r

cos(θ3) (14)
where r = a2/a1.A s r → 0w ecan see that  ijk diverges
whenever cos(θ3) is non-zero. The underlying reason for this
behaviour is that, as the length of side a2 reduces, eventually
thea ngle of the triangle opposite side a1 will become obtuse.
This results in  1 > 1f o rv e r t ex 1, and as side a2 continues to
decrease further in length,  1 will then tend to inﬁnity. This
problemcanonlybeeliminatedifthemirrorplanethrougheach
vertex also passes through the body of the triangle (as it does
inthe perpendicular bisection method of the previous section).
Then the modulus of the dimensionless chirality index at any
vertex | i| can never exceed unity.
6. The angular bisection method
The perpendicular bisection method described in section 4 is
not the only geometric conﬁguration of high symmetry where
them i rror plane is always guaranteed to pass through the
body of the triangle. We can also choose a mirror plane that
bisects the angle at any vertex of the triangle, as illustrated
in ﬁgure 2(e). If we again calculate the difference in areas
subtended by the triangle across this line as a fraction of the
total area of the triangle we ﬁnd that it has the following form:
 1 =
 R −  L
 R +  L
=
a2 − a3
a2 + a3
(15)
where  L is the area to the left of the mirror plane (again as
viewed from the vertex) and  R is the area to the right. As
before, we need to repeat the process for all three vertices
in order to arrive at an expression that properly reﬂects the
chiralityofthetriangle asawhole, ratherthanjusttheproperty
of as ingle vertex. The dimensionless chirality index is then
 ijk =
a1 − a2
a1 + a2
+
a2 − a3
a2 + a3
+
a3 − a1
a3 + a1
. (16)
Inspection of equation (16) shows that  ijkwill always remain
ﬁnite. In addition, when the length of any one side is zero,
 ijk = 0. Therefore, inaddition tothe perpendicular bisection
method, we now have a second model for  ijk that satisﬁes all
ofourinitialconditions, includingpostulate2.6andlemma2.9.
If we deﬁne a triangle by three vectors, ri, rj and rk,w ecan
extend our model for chirality to any ensemble of N points as
follows:
K =
1
4
N 
i=1
N 
j=1
N 
k=1
mim jmk
|rij|−| rik|
|rij| + |rik|
(rij × rik). (17)
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Figure 3. Plots of the speciﬁc chiralityindex( ijk) of a triangleas a functionof the angleθ3 betweentwo adjacentsides(a1 and a2)f o rfour
differentchiralitymodels: (a) the Osipov model (equation(1)); (b) the perpendicularbisectionmethod (equation(10)); (c) the perpendicular
interceptmethod (equation(13)); (d) the angular bisectionmethod (equation(17)). In each case the numerical calculationis performedfor
three differentratiosof sidesr = a2/a1:( i )r = 0.3( d o ttedcurve);(ii) r = 0.5 (full curve);(iii) r = 0.7( b r okencurve). The valuesfor  ijk
are normalizedfor the case a1 = 1.
Interestingly, equation (17) is invariant under any interchange
of subscript i, j or k.T h e r e fore the user does not need to
consider the cyclic ordering to ensure that the vertices i, j
and k are arranged in a clockwise fashion, as this is already
accounted for in the equation. Consequently, it is a trivial
exercise to rewrite equation (17) in integral form:
K = 1
4

ri

rj

rk
ρ(ri)ρ(rj)ρ(rk)
×
|rij|−| rik|
|rij| + |rik|
(rij × rik)d2rk d2rj d2ri. (18)
In the following section we will compare the behaviour of the
three models described in sections 4–6 by applying them to a
number of simple geometric structures.
7. Results
In order to explore the behaviour of the different chirality
models we have described in this paper, it is instructive to
ﬁrst consider the behaviour of each for the case of a simple
triangle of points, such as that depicted in ﬁgure 1. We have
therefore calculated the speciﬁc chirality index ( ijk) for this
system using each of the models described in sections 4–6 and
compared them with the theory of Osipov et al (equation (1)).
In order to explore the parameter space of this three-particle
system, weconsideredthebehaviour of ijkfor three different
ratios of side (r = a2/a1)a st h ei n c l uded angle of the triangle
(θ3)w a sallowed to vary. The results of this investigation are
shown in ﬁgure 3 and are normalized for the case where the
side a1 of the triangle had unit length.
As expected, all four models exhibit behaviour that is
consistent with postulate 2.7a n dl e mma 2.8. The speciﬁc
chirality index is zero when the triangle is isosceles (i.e. when
a3 = a2 or a3 = a1)o rw h e nt he three points are co-linear
(θ3 = 0◦, 180◦, 360◦). It should be noted, however, that, when
r = 0.5, the condition a3 = a2 occurs simultaneously with the
three points being co-linear and soth er eisapoint of inﬂection
at θ3 = 0◦.W h e nr < 0.5, onlyt he equality a3 = a1 can be
satisﬁed and so there is only a single crossing of the abscissa
axis in this case.
Despite the striking similarities of the four models
illustrated in ﬁgure 3, they do also appear to exhibit some
profound differences. The most obvious one is the sense of
chirality in ﬁgure 3(a), which is opposite to that seen for the
other three models. This, though, is merely an artefact of
the way the initial sign convention for chirality in each model
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Figure 4. Plots of the chirality index (K)f or the single gammadion illustratedin ﬁgure 5(a) as a function of bendingangle β for four
differentchiralitymodels: (a) the Osipov model (equation(1)); (b) the perpendicularbisectionmethod (equation(10)); (c) the perpendicular
interceptmethod (equation(13)); (d) the angular bisectionmethod (equation(17)). In each case the numerical calculationis performedfor
three differentpixel sizes: (i) 0.1L (full curve); (ii) 0.05L (◦); (iii) 0.025L(+).T h ev a l u e sf o rK are normalizedfor the case L = 1.
is arbitrarily chosen and is therefore of no real consequence.
More signiﬁcant is the fact that the magnitude of the chirality
in ﬁgure 3(a) decreases as r increases. A similar behaviour
is seen in ﬁgure 3(c), but in ﬁgures 3(b) and (d) the opposite
effect is observed. This is a direct consequence of the fact that
themodels illustratedinﬁgures3(b)and(d)(the perpendicular
bisection model and the angular bisection model, respectively)
both satisfy lemma 2.9, while the other two models do not. In
ﬁgures 3(a) and (c),  ijk diverges as a2 (and hence r)t e nds to
zero: in ﬁgures 3(b) and (d) it converges towards zero. This
behaviour has profound implications for the integrability of
each of the various models, as will be illustrated in ﬁgure 4.
However, the divergent behaviour in ﬁgures 3(a) and (c)
also implies that these two models will violate postulate 2.3,
because the chirality index will not generally be continuous or
single-valued as r → 0.
In order to examine the integrability of the various
models studied in ﬁgure 3, we used each model to calculate
the chirali ndex, K (see ﬁgure 4), of a gammadion-shaped
element of similar design to those we have investigated
experimentally [2, 3]. In each case the chirality index
was calculated as a functiono ft h ebending angle (β)o f
the gammadion arms (see ﬁgure 5(a) for an illustration of
the gammadion geometry). The numerical integration was
L
L
(a) (b) (c)
β
Figure 5. (a) A schematicdiagramof the gammadiondesignusedto
compare the differentchirality measures in ﬁgure 4. L is the arm
length and β is the bending angle. (b) A schematicillustrationof a
gammadion with large bending angles. (c) An illustrationof how
the gammadionwith large bending angles in (b) may appear to be
similar to one constructedfrom four very thin, slightly offset,
isoscelestriangles. The result is that the directionof the chirality for
large bendingangles will be reversed compared to that observedfor
smaller bending angles.
performed by pixelating the structure and summing over all
permutations of pixels in accordance with postulate 2.1. In
ordert oe valuate the numerical accuracy of this technique
we repeated this operation for three different pixel sizes
corresponding to 10, 20 and 40 pixels per length L of the arm.
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In the case of the angular bisection method, increasing
the number of pixels had little or no effect on the calculated
chirality index (see ﬁgure 4(d)). The same was true for the
perpendicular bisection method (ﬁgure 4(b)). Both of these
chirality models appear, therefore, to be convergent and fully
integrable. In the case of the Osipov model (ﬁgure 4(a)),
however, we see that the calculated chirality index diverges
signiﬁcantly asthe number ofpixels increasesandthe distance
between them decreases. The perpendicular bisection method
(ﬁgure 4(c)) showed asimilartype ofbehaviour, but thedegree
of divergence was not as great. This is consistent with the
behaviour of  ijk in equation (14) as the length of one side of
thetriangletendstozero. Thepolein ijkleadstoalogarithmic
divergence in K as r → 0. In the case of the Osipov model,
 ijkcontainsamultiplepoleoforderr−4,andhencethedegree
of divergence in K is much greater.
One of the unexpected results of the integration of the
gammadion structure was the observation that the maximum
chirality occurs for a bending angle β ∼ 55◦,i rrespective
of the model used. This peak in chirality occurs at an angle
that is signiﬁcantly less than the 90◦ one might intuitively
expect. It should be noted, though, that this is consistent
with our experimental observations [2, 3], which have already
shown that gammadions with bending angles of 45◦ exhibit
am u c hg r eater change on the polarization state of diffracted
light than gammadions with bending angles of 90◦ or 135◦.
Whether this is evidence of a real correlation between the
chirality index and the optical activity of the structure, or
whether it is just coincidence, is still being investigated. More
surprising, though, is the change in the sense of chirality of
the gammadions as the bending angle approaches 180◦.T h i s
behaviour is predicted by all three of our chirality models
(ﬁgures 4(b)–(d)). We have attempted to explain this in
ﬁgure 5(b) by showing how, in these circumstances, the two
segments of each arm can appear to merge together and
approximatetoaverylong,thin,isoscelestriangle(ﬁgure5(c)).
The offset of these triangles then determines the new sense
of chirality which, while relatively small in magnitude, is
nevertheless in the opposite sense to the chirality index
measured at smaller bending angles. Whether such effects
ares trong enough to be seen experimentally remains to be
determined.
Itisclearfromtheresultsshowninﬁgures3and4thatboth
thep erpendicular bisection model and the angular bisection
model satisfy the full list of criteria set out in section 2. Both
models are fully integrable and scalable and both give similar
predictions for the behaviour of the chirality index in a variety
of simple structures. The only signiﬁcant differences between
the two models are the magnitude of the chirality and the
angle at which the chirality index reaches a maximum. For
the perpendicular bisection model, this appears to occur when
θ3 isalmostaright angleandispreceded byanextremelyrapid
changeinthechiralityindexas ijkchangessign,whileforthe
angular bisectionmodelthepeakchiralityoccursatθ3 ∼ 130◦.
There is one regime, however, where the behaviour of
the two models is completely different. If we consider the
behaviour of both models for the case of inﬁnite triangles we
ﬁnd that they give some interesting results. Figure 6 shows
the behaviour of the chirality index (Kijk)o ft h et r iangle in
ﬁgure 1 using the angular bisection model as side a2 and angle
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Figure 6. Thes peciﬁc chiralityindex ( ijk),d eﬁned by the angular
bisectionmethod, for the triangle in ﬁgure 1 as a functionof the
ratio of sides (r = a1/a2),w h e nt he included angle (θ3) is kept
constant. The valuesfor  ijk are normalizedfor the case a2 = 1a n d
θ3 = 60◦.
θ3 are kept constant but side a1 is varied in length over the
range 0 < a1 < ∞.S u r prisingly, as a1 →∞we ﬁnd that the
chirality index remains ﬁnite. In fact, we ﬁnd that the speciﬁc
chirality index has the limiting form
| ijk| < 1
4a2
2 sin(2θ3) (19)
where a2 is the shortest side of the triangle and θ3 is the angle
betweentheshortestsideandthelongestside. Wecantherefore
concludethat, fortrianglesdeﬁnedbythreeﬁnitepointmasses,
one at each vertex, only those for which all three sides of the
triangleareinﬁniteinlengthcanhaveachiralityindexwhichis
itselfinﬁnite. This is in contrast to the perpendicular bisection
model( section 4) where the dimensionless chirality index,
 ijk,h as the limiting form of ±1( d e pending on whether θ3 is
obtuse or acute) as a1 →∞ and therefore the speciﬁc chirality
index,  ijk →∞ .T h e s e r e sults are depicted graphically in
ﬁgure 7, which shows how the three models formulated herein
differ in the limit of convergent points. So, which model is
correct?
Consider the following scenario. Suppose you are an
observer standing on the point mass m3 of the triangle in
ﬁgure 1. As the side a1 increases in length the point m2
gradually disappears into the distance. Now ask yourself
‘what ismy perception of the magnitude of the chirality ofthis
triangle?’ One possible answer is that it is deﬁned uniquely
by the length of side a2 and the angle θ3 (or θ2). The side a1 is
now so long that you cannot see its furthest end and it is now
virtually parallel to side a3.I fs i d ea1 increases in length even
more your perception of the chirality will remain unchanged
eventhough thetriangle isnow even largerin area. To you, the
observer, the side a1 only deﬁnes a direction against which the
rotationofsidea2 ismeasured. Thesenseandmagnitudeofthe
chirality appear only to depend on the size and orientation of
thesidea2.T h el e ngth ofa1 isirrelevant. Itistherefore logical
to conclude that the chirality index in this instance should be
governed only by a2 and θ3 (as stated in equation (19)) and,
because a2 isﬁnite, then the chirality index should alsoremain
ﬁnite even as a1 tends to inﬁnity (as shown in ﬁgure 6).
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Figure 7. Ap lot of the dimensionlesschiralityindex ( ijk)f o rt h e
triangle in ﬁgure 1 as a functionof the ratio of sidesr(= a2/a1) for
three differentchirality models: (i) perpendicularbisection method
(dotted curve); (ii) perpendicularinterceptmethod (broken curve);
(iii) angular bisectionmethod (full curve). In all cases the included
angle θ3 = 120◦.F or clarity, the data illustrating ijk for the angular
bisectionmethod (full curve) are scaled by a factor of 100.
Now look at the same scenario, but from a different
perspective. Suppose you observe the triangle from above. As
the side a1 increases in length you will need to move further
and further away from the triangle in order to maintain the
whole of the triangle in your ﬁeld of view. As you do so side
a1 will thus appear unchanged in size, but side a2 will become
smaller and smaller and its size will gradually tend to zero.
Eventually point m1 will merge with point m3 and theyw ill
appear coincident. As an observer, what you are examining is
the behaviour ofthe dimensionless chirality index( ijk)inthe
limitofconvergentpoints. Theaboveanalysissuggeststhatthe
dimensionless chirality index ( ijk) should tend to zero in this
case, just as the chirality index (Kijk) does (see lemma 2.9).
This, then, is our ﬁnal condition for two-dimensional chirality.
Postulate 7.1. If any two points of a triangle are coincident
in space then the dimensionless chirality index must be zero.
This implies that  ijk → 0a s|rij|→0, where |rij| is the
length of any side of the triangle.
Of the three models outlined above, only the angular
bisection model satisﬁes postulate 7.1 (see ﬁgure 7). In the
limit of converging points  ijk diverges for the perpendicular
intercept model, thus leading to a discontinuity in  ijk as
the points ﬁnally merge, in violation of postulate 2.3. In the
case of the perpendicular bisection model,  ijk converges to
aﬁ nite but non-zero limit. Thus there is a discontinuity in
 ijk but not in  ijk.T h i s i nevitably leads to  ijk →∞as
a1 →∞in this case. Only thea ngular bisection model fully
satisﬁes postulate 7.1 with both  ijk and  ijk being ﬁnite and
continuous in the converging point limit, even when the area
of the triangle is inﬁnite (as illustrated in ﬁgure 6).
It should be pointed out that, while we have tried to argue
the case for postulate 7.1, we have not proved it conclusively.
The ﬁnal answer may ultimately lie in the behaviour and
predictions of each model for inﬁnite systems, particularly
fractal and periodic systems. In such systems the ultimate test
willbewhetheritispossibletodeﬁneaﬁnitechiralitymeasure
in an inﬁnite system, such as a ﬁnite chirality measure per unit
cell for an inﬁnite periodic structure.
8. Summary
In attempting toderive a measure of two-dimensional chirality
our aim has been to construct a theory that is scalable,
integrable and simple to implement for any 2D density
distribution. To this extent the theory we have proposed in
section 6 satisﬁes all these considerations. We started by
deﬁning a framework of rules that our theory should comply
with (see section 2) and then constructing a model for that
theorybasedontheprinciplesofsymmetryandarea(section3).
Our ten tenets of two-dimensional chirality then allowed us
to propose and test three different models for a 2D chirality
measure. Each model was constructed by combining basic
principles of group theory and symmetry (using techniques
similar to those used by other workers [9]) with the concept
of the overlap integral [10] and applying them to the simplest
possible element of any two-dimensional system, the triangle.
The only difference between our three models was the initial
symmetry operation used in each case to generate the overlap
between the original trianglea n dits enantiomer. We then
compared our three models by testing them against our ‘ten
commandments’ of chirality to see which, if any, satisﬁed
all of the criteria. As was illustrated in the previous two
sections, the angular bisection model was found to be the most
successful although, depending on the validity or otherwise of
postulate7.1, theperpendicular bisectionmodel mayyetprove
as u itable candidate.
It is clear that the theory (or theories) expounded herein
represents a signiﬁcant advance in this area, not least because
it appears to concur with recent experimental results [2, 3]. It
also has the added advantage that it appears to unite aspects of
othertheoretical approaches, suchasgroup theory [9], overlap
integrals [10] and the summation rules for large systems [11],
into as i ngle uniﬁed framework. This uniﬁcation may suggest
an underlying universality.
Central to our search for a universal chirality measure has
been the development of a list of rules or tenets that underpin
the form of chirality in two-dimensional systems. Implicit in
these rules is the nature of the scaling behaviour of our system
and its dimensions (see postulate 2.5). Because we assumed
an initial scaling for each triangle that was proportional to its
area (see lemma 2.4 and postulate 2.5), and because of the
incorporation ofthe concept ofmass(lemma 2.2), thechirality
index in our model has dimensions of (mass)3 × (area) and
hence scales as α8,w h e r eα is the magniﬁcation factor. This
hasi mplications for measuring the chirality index of inﬁnite
periodic systems and other inﬁnitely tiled systems (such as
Penrose tiling). In such systems the elemental chirality will
scale with the number of tiles but the structural chirality may
scale much faster, depending on the asymptotic behaviour of
the chirality index of inﬁnite triangles. Potentially there is
ac o n ﬂ i c th e r et hat poses the question of how one deﬁnes
aﬁ n ite chirality measure in such inﬁnite systems and how
one distinguishes between local and non-local chirality. The
validity or otherwise of postulate 7.1 could play a vital role
here in resolving these issues. Clearly, the issue of chirality in
inﬁnite systems is one that deserves greater attention and is an
issuet hat we hope to address further in the future.
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